SENIOR COMPLETION ENGINEERS

WellPerform is looking for two senior completion engineers. One engineer to provide well design, planning and operational support of workover and completion operations and one providing functional assurance and support and front-end completion engineering input for early project planning of high risk and critical projects.

Good understanding of best industry practice on management of well integrity during completions and workover operations. The completion engineers must have a strong background and experience in drilling and workover operations, including ability to solve complex problems in an innovative and cost-effective manner.

REQUIRED SKILLS & JOB DESCRIPTION:
• A solid understanding of completion equipment and operational running practices of completions with multiple control lines is required
• Experience in horizontal multi-zone completions will be preferred
• Exposure to multi-lateral, expandable liners and intelligent completions will be a plus
• Ability to manage change to implement new technical solutions combined with project management skills required
• Actively pursue new technology and solutions where required and/or beneficial
• Ensure compliance with the Well Delivery Process (WDP)
• Responsible for providing the completion engineering input including (but not limited to) cost estimate for AFE preparation, completion design and optimised running procedures for new wells, P&A, infill or re-drills, tubing and zonal completions
• Analysis of completion material requirements
• Maintain knowledge of the current relevant standards and guidelines.

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS:
• Fluent in English (written and verbal)
• 10+ years industry experience, of which at least 6 years as a Drilling/Completion Engineer
• Minimum 3 years offshore as Completion Supervisor
• Experienced user of Landmark WellPlan & WellCat
• Bachelor’s or Master’s Degree in Engineering
• IWCF Well Control Level 4 Subsea (for rig team only)

Please submit your application and CV together with complete documentation of above experience no later than March 17th 2017.